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SignIn

Ensure that you update1 your CIS2343project and thus sign-in to this
week’s practical session.

Debuging and Makefiles

In order for the GDB debugger to be able to run, you need to compile your
code so that it contains debugging symbols. In order to do this, your c++ −c
statements (within your Makefile’s) need to be supplied with the option -g.

A simple way to achieve this within your Makefile is to have a macro
name DEBUG defined. When this macro has the value -g debugging sym-
bols will be added to your compiled code. See this weeks Makefile for an
example of this.

Debugging and Eclipse

Eclipse provides an interface to the GDB (Gnu DeBugger) debugging tool2.
To launch the debugger and its associated debugging perspective:

• highlight the exectuable you wish to trace

• under Debug as.. select Debug Local C/C++ Application

Tracing Code

Basic Controls

There are 3 key controls to the debugger:

• Step Into : selecting this option from the Run menu or press-
ing this button will cause the debugger to run to the next executable
line of code. In doing this, a method or function call may be entered

• Step Over : selecting this option from the Run menu
or pressing this button will cause the debugger to run to the next
executable line within the current source code window

• Terminate : selecting this option from the Run menu or
pressing this button will end the current debugging session.

1To do this, double-click on the SignIn ant target or highlight your project’s root and
select update from the Team pop-up menu.

2Note: if your code has not been compiled with the debugging symbols option
enabled, then you will not be able to trace code execution!
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Breakpoints

When you are tracing large source code files, its often quicker to simply run
the debugger until it hits a breakpoint. When the breakpoint is hit, you
may then begin tracing source code. To do this:

• Toggle braeakpoint: to do this, select the line of code within
the source code file you’re interested in tracing. Then select toggle
breakpoint from the pop window of a right-click. Toggling a breakpoint
on line without a breakpoint, sets one. Toggling a breakpoint on a line
with a breakpoint clears it.

• Resume: either select this option from the Run menu or press this
button. This causes the debugger to resume executing source code
until it encounters either a breakpoint or can not execute code any
more.

Inspecting Variable Contents

To do this, you need to select the (x) = Variables window:

• highlighting/selecting a variable displays its textual representation

• opening up a variable (by clicking on its triangle) allows you to explore
the internal contents of the variable.

Questions

Examine the code located within this weeks folder in your CIS2343software
repository and use it to answer the following questions:

1. The files String.h, String.cpp and Stringtest.cpp are all from week 7.
Using the eclipse debugger, trace the execution of the main method in
Stringtest.cpp and determine which members of String.h are actually
called.

2. The files Box.h, Catalogue.h and BoxTester.cpp are the model answers
from the week 11 practical. Using the eclipse debugger, trace the
execution of the main method in BoxTester.cpp3. In doing this, see if
you can determine how template classes are used and how linked data
structures are built up in memory.

3Hint: keep an eye on the store variable.
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